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Zoom 505 specs

This page is divided into 3 sections [General Information] [Patch] [Modifications!] General information This is not some factory outrageous speech about 505. This would be an honest truth about Zoom 505's performance, and some specifications. I've had my 505 since September 97', so I've got a bit of time to mess with it and here's my mind about it: Pratetap sucks.. Fortunately
you can convert all 24 of them. Delays, halls, rooms, flangers, and phr are high points on units. The compressor is too noisy as with the disruption to the high profit settings. Check out my mode tips for some help with that. Around it is worth the money for the amount of effect. The reduction of EQ and Zoom sounds is good. This is too noisy on my Solid State amp but, on my amp
amp tube it's silent (almost). Specification 24 users can be edited compressor preset, limit, pedal (expression required), auto wah Acoustic, Rhythm, Overdrive, Distortion (thrashy), blue, fuzz, lead, and metal disorder setting Zoom Noise Reduction (all right works) EQ (4 bands) phase Chorus, Flanger, Doubler, Stepper (auto appregio), Pitch shifter Delayer, Hall, And Pedal optional
expression and bank switch (check the mode section to learn how to build 'em) Patches I have nothing but, when I have them, they're going to be general spots, not This is the effect for Enter Sandman solo.. COMP DIST GAIN ZNR / AMP EQ / PHASE DLY MODE / REV COMMENT LEVEL PATCH TYPE MODIFICATION!! This section must be used only by experienced people.
If you don't know how to pater, learn and come back. These tips are pretty straight forward and I've included pictures to help you out. Please feel free to send me with any other mode tips! TIP 1: Noise ... The point is even more noisy that the monkey barrels roll down the stone walls. Things need to get off to the ground the thing is better.. Here's a picture to help me show: The
targeted wire is what we're after.. Here are step by step tips: Make sure everything is unplugged from 505.. even the battery. (if used) remove the coloured screws 4 brass from the bottom. find the board screw (labeled) closest to the power/input connector. (it should be black) unscrew it and remove grounding wire (small paper like sticking rod) OK, now what we do is replace the
cheap excuse for ground wires with loudspeaker wires.. Here's what you need: Soldering iron (the type of pencil is fine) Solder of course. . maybe some desoldering braid bulbs or suckers. small length of brave copper speaker wire with shields.. not too thick a lug connector for Crimp and pater the lug to the speaker wire.. The wire only needs 4 inches or more.. make sure you
don't burn too much insulation. now the other tip cohesion is too metal plate.. near the holding screw preferably. now screw the screwboard back through the lug.. You know, make sure the lug is drawn against board contacts. Make sure the lug touches no other points on the board except the tin ring around the screw hole, that's the bleeding point of the board. Put the cover back
and you should all be fixed. TIP 2: Reduce noise more! This may be a little easier depending on your humidity. What we will do is use 3 prong wire power supply. Find a power supply that has a 3-stick connector or a pater in place. connect the 3'd lead (ground) to the zoom csation. this will provide earth land for 505. TIP 3: How to build a damn expensive expression pedal. Here's
how it works. Control 505 sockets (located next to input) are stereo jacks. Here's a picture to help explain: Pos1 is a positive indication for the expression pedal, and pos2 is for bank conversion devices. Pole doesn't really matter. All you need to do is either build a volume pedal or buy cheap volume pedals.. they run about $35 dollars.. (or more or less) and the switch is difficult to
work.. What I understand is that it must be at all times (closed) and for the bank to turn it on needs to be turned off (open)., now that is a trick.. I'm pretty sure that they created a moment's button OFF the switch.. as inside when you press it in it open the circuit (disconnect) and when you release it will close the circuit (short). This switch is not standard so check your local Radio
Shack or other electronic supply stores for one ... Zoom might make their equipment that way so you can't shortcut around it and make your own expression pedal, but I think it's out. If you do not realize that control is VERY sensitive to movement. Even a fraction of the inch. I have a theory that it may actually be a variable capacity and not a variant resistor ... Always inform me. It's
2 hours in the AM so I'm not going to bother with it. Multi-effect pedals with 42 presets that can be driven/editable. I believe this is a digital device. The main effects of this category of units include compressors/packs, blew, &amp;; &amp;Drive quotes; quotes;, Likemaers, sound oppressors, pitch modulations, delays, and re-plungers. All effects can be applied at the same time,
which is good. In the modulation category, you can set the unit to flange, chorus, phr, tremolo, just to name a few. You can also between 4 different models and an additional 7 types &amp;; Quotes.&amp;connections are standard inputs and outputs and 9volt connectors for power supply. Output also doubles as headphones, head, Cold. Unfortunately, preset/effect cannot be
edited through the Mac/PC editor's utility program. This is designed as a floor pedal, so it cannot be knocked. Use of the actual face of the pedal is easy to understand and use. As far as it actually navigates the preset to change it or modify it, the unit takes some flirtation with. This is where the manual, even long, in. This manual is very clear and describes the operation easily and
easily. The only reason for the manual is so long and why it takes a long time to know the extent of the capabilities of this unit is because there are so many options/sounds that can be drained out of this little unit. SOUND QUALITY To be digital, the impact on these small units is very solid, and many of them are realistic enough. For example, I felt it did the Fender Twins well. Use
that setting on any amp, close your eyes and you'll swear there's Fender Twins next to you. If you want messa or Marshall, you can have something brave close to them. There is a soldano lead environment, and the sound of Jimmy Hendrix psychedelic. The standard wah sound is also quite seen. If you want to sound like standard Eddie Van Halen, or if you want &amp;it;
&amp;Quotes; quotes; flanging sound, this unit can give you both, and quite right on the money. There is a tweed preset with cold tremolo effects that sound great for the country, west, or blue. If I had to name some disadvantages, acoustic modelling isn't that great. There are also 2 overall &amp;all; &amp;Quotation quotes; or a preset set of 6 that type of cheese sounds for the
most part. But the good news is that this can be edited, so you have room to create your own unique preset. Overall, I have so much noise disposed of with just one of these units. Much cheaper than buying some pedals, or worse, some amps. I use this unit only with my Ibanez RG 120, and it is perfect. OVERALL MY OPINION has been using this since the beginning of the year.
The more I get used to, there's nothing I really dislike about it. I'm actually more of a purist, plugging straight from guitar to amp. But this unit just made me like &amp; quot;tonal chameleon,&amp;quot; I have so many options to change my sound depending on the song, it's nice. The solution option alone makes me drool every time I think about it. I checked out the same Korg unit
as well as the Behringer V-AMP floor pedal, but this one is available at a great price. Once I installed it and played some cord/solo in the guitar shop, I was already sold. I Played for another hour before I left the store and took him home, that's how enjoyable this unit is. This is probably the best $50 I spent on equipment. I really don't see myself needing any other pedals, unless I
upgrade and replace the one I have now. Be So sound and selection all in one unit. I don't regret the options I made and if I needed to, I'd buy this again.2 out of 2 people found this review helpedPage 2 I bought this pedal at a local music store 2 years ago for 200 dollars. I got it for effects and a variety of distractions and EQ settings. I like how you have access to a lot of different
sounds and effects. Memory banks are also useful if you plan on having many favorite settings. Pedals are made of plastic and if dropped many times will break easily. When you switch between settings in your bank there are short light delays and this is awful if playing you live with the band. Another dislike about this unit is how you can't combine all the effects together. This
pedal is simple enough to figure out but durability isn't the greatest. For any mid-pedal that wants a different disorder and some effects all in one I would recommend this pedal. Anyone in the group doesn't buy this pedal if you plan on playing seriously. The study was originally published on Guitar Multi-Effects Pedal The latest version of Zoom 505 pedal various effects Zoom 505 II
Guitar audio demo Zoom 505 II Guitar photo Zoom 505 II Zoom manual guitar zoom 505 II Guitar specs Year release2000 Buildilt-in Effect33 Total - Max 9 simultaneous Frequency31.25 KHzDisplay2-digit seven segments LEDNumber from the program36 spots (6 banks x 6 patches)ControlsbuttonsBattery lifeApprox. 28 hours Use of 9V DC, 300 mA AC adapterDimensions145mm
(D) x 125mm (W) x 40mm (H)Heavy280g (without battery) Zoom 505 II Other guitar
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